LAST OF THE NOVELLAS
MURDER IS CORNY is the second from the last of the 38* novellas that Stout wrote. It is the only
one not published in a magazine prior to publication in a hardbound anthology. Below are copies of a
correspondence exchange between Rex Stout and Marshall Best, who handled Rex' manuscripts at
Viking for a number of years. These specific four letters shed light on the fate of this category of
fiction. Stout was one of the major authors writing novelettes or novellas which are distinctly
different lengths than either novels or short stories. Mr. Stout referred to them as novelettes, but
in recent times they are almost always referred to as novellas. There are number of varying
guidelines for the word count for various categories of fiction. One guideline is:

Classification

Word

Novel

over 40,000 words

Novella

17,500 to 40,000 words

Novelette

7,500 to 17,500 words

Short story

under 7,500 words

The four letters below were copied from the Rex Stout Archives and are reference the last
two novella collections: Trio for Blunt Instruments and Homicide Trinity.
Rex Stout, not only a top-notch writer, but a financial genius, started writing novellas as warsupport activities took more and more of his time: he could write them more quickly than a novel
and sell them twice: once to a magazine and again as a hardbound anthology of 2-4 stories. In
fact, he also did this with his novels written between 1934 and 1940. After the war, he resumed
writing one novel per year, but in addition wrote 1-2 novellas per year until 1962, when he wrote
“Blood Will Tell.”
By 1962 a number of changes had occurred:
 there was a decided softening of the market for short stories and novellas in the
1960s as magazines' demand for the category faded
 he was 75 years old in 1962, with some health problems, as well as a surfeit of hobbies

Approximate Date
of Story Events

Novella Title

Anthology Book Title

January 1958
April 1958
January 1959
January 1960
September 1959
October 1959
December 1960
September 1961
August 1962

“Eeny Meeny Murder Mo”
“Poison à la Carte”
“Counterfeit for Murder”
“Death of a Demon”
“Method Three for Murder“
“The Rodeo Murder”
“Kill Now, Pay Later”
“Murder Is Corny”
“Blood Will Tell”

Homicide Trinity (1962)
Three at Wolfe's Door (1960)
Homicide Trinity (1962)
Homicide Trinity (1962)
Three at Wolfe's Door (1960)
Three at Wolfe's Door (1960)
Trio for Blunt Instruments
Trio for Blunt Instruments
Trio for Blunt Instruments

The letter of November 22, 1960 from Viking (below) probably refers to those novellas that eventually comprised
Homicide Trinity (1962). No novella collection was published by Viking in 1961. The next and final novella collection
published was Trio for Blunt Instruments (1964). Rex Stout did not submit them for publication to Viking until
October, 1963. His cover letter of 1963 (below) states, “I doubt if I’ll write any more novelettes.” Viking indicates in
their letter of November 22, 1960 that they are not happy with the novellas that would eventually comprise
Homicide Trinity. The Saturday Evening Post's decision to not print “Murder is Corny,” for which they had already
paid, showed a distinct softening of the market for short stories and for the unusual “novelette” or “novella” format
popularized by Rex Stout.

*(This number excludes “Bitter End, “Frame Up For Murder,” and “Assault on a Brownstone” which are alternate plots to
stories published much earlier and which were only published posthumously in book format in 1977 and 1985.)
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